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Abstract—In this article, experimental results on the Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks (RPL) are presented. We study the RPL properties in terms of delivery ratio, control packet overhead and dynamicity. The results are obtained by several experimentations conducted in a large wireless sensor network testbed composed of more than 250 sensor nodes. In this real-life scenario (high density and congested traffic), several intrinsic characteristics of RPL are underlined: path length stability but reduced delivery ratio and important overhead. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first study of RPL on a such large platform.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are formed by hundreds or thousands of low energy wirelessly interconnected sensor devices. With these constraints, designing routing protocols is quite challenging. Recently, WSNs have been brought into reality with the effective deployment of sensor nodes. In this context, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) Routing Over Low power and Lossy networks (ROLL) working group was formed to develop an adapted routing solution. After 4 years, RPL was adopted by the IETF in March 2012 [1].

In [2] and [3], the authors present a performance evaluations of RPL based on simulations. In [2], the simulations are performed with the help of topology and link quality data from a real sensor network. The authors investigated path quality, routing table size, control packet overhead and connectivity. They observed that the number of control packet decreases during the simulation and the stabilization of the DODAG. In [3], the authors show that RPL allows a fast network set-up but, contrary to [2], they also find that RPL has an important control packet overhead during the simulation. More recently, [4] presents the most relevant research efforts made around RPL protocol and an experimental performance evaluation of RPL. The experimentations presented are based on 30 TelosB motes, and gives a performances evaluation in terms of packet loss, packet delay, DODAG (Destination Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph) time convergence and power consumption. However, the authors have not investigated the impact of the power transmission on packet delivery ratio and network overhead.

As per our best knowledge, this is the first study evaluating the performances of RPL in real scenarios based on a real and large platform. We believe that the understanding of RPL’s behavior in realistic scenarios and environment is important and worth to investigate.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly describes RPL. Section III describes the WSN experimentation platform and parameters, Section IV presents and discusses the obtained results on the RPL behavior and performances, and finally Section V concludes this contribution and discusses potential further work directions.

II. RPL OVERVIEW

RPL [5] is a hierarchical, proactive and IPv6 distance vector protocol. It constructs a DODAG and the data packets are routed through it. DODAGs have the property that all edges are destination oriented in such a way that no cycles exist. Thanks to the DODAG, each node has a rank. The rank defines the node’s position relative to other nodes with respect to the DODAG root. The node’s rank strictly increases from the root towards the leaf nodes. The rank is computed depending on the DODAG’s Objective Function (OF): hop counts, link metrics (ETX, i.e. the expected number of transmissions required to successfully transmit and acknowledge a packet on the link or LQI, i.e. the Link Quality Indicator) or other constraints. To build and maintain its logical topology (route, parents, neighbors table), RPL uses IPv6 control messages:

• DIO: DODAG Information Object (multicast). The DIO packet carries information that allows a node to discover a RPL instance, learn its configuration parameters, select a DODAG parent set, and maintain the DODAG. They are first sent by the root (or sink) and then periodically by each node of the DODAG. In absence of change in the DODAG structure, the period duration increases exponentially.
• DIS: DODAG Information Solicitation (multicast) is used when a node joins the network in order to solicit a DIO from a RPL node.
• DAO: Destination Advertisement Object (unicast). The DAO is used to propagate destination information upwards along the DODAG. The message is unicast by the child to the selected parent to advertise their addresses and prefixes. When a node receives a DAO, it updates its routing table.

Finally, RPL has been designed to deal with constraints in energy and channel capacity. As a result, to reduce the control messages overhead, RPL uses a slow proactive process to maintain a routing topology but a reactive process to resolving
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routing inconsistencies. The reader is invited to refer to [5] for more details on RPL.

III. METHODOLOGY AND MATERIALS

A. Platforms description

The SensLAB platform [6] is a set of 1000 sensor nodes available as a testbed for distributed embedding sensor network applications and distributed systems research. In this study, we used a subset of 100 nodes on Lille SensLAB platform. The nodes are randomly deployed in an indoor environment. SensLAB nodes are composed of 2 WSN430 boards (one open node and one control node) connected by one gateway board. The purpose of the control node and the gateway board is to offer the essential SensLAB features: firmware deployment on open node; radio environment and power monitoring; configurable sensor polling on control node (temperature, light); remote software update ability for control nodes and gateway.

In other words, each node is connected in an "out-of-band" fashion, to a node handler using testbed infrastructure. We are able to monitor a set of metrics (packet sent or received, RSSI, noise level, temperature, light or energy level) without using wireless communications nor back end data collected by a sink. The open nodes are notably composed of:

- MSP430 core (MSP430F1611, offering 48kbyte ROM, and 10kbyte RAM):
- TI CC2420: a single-chip 2.4GHz IEEE 802.15.4 compliant RF transceiver and emitting between −25 and 0 dBm (0.003 and 1 mW) with maximum transmission rate of 250 kbps:
- Omnidirectional PCB antenna:
- Varta Polyflex rechargeable battery.

For more details, we invite reader to consult [6] and [7].

B. Experiment parameters

Sensor nodes use the open source operating system Contiki. Contiki is specially designed for low-power and memory-constrained devices. Contiki contains several lightweight network mechanisms: the uIP TCP/IP stack [8], the Rime stack [9] and the uIPv6 stack [10]. In this study, the UIPv6 stack is used, which provides IPv6 networking and contains RPL routing protocol. As a MAC layer, the sensor nodes use a simple MAC layer called sicslomac for packaging radio packets into 802.15.4 frames.

Sensor nodes periodically send data packets to one specific sensor node, the sink, using RPL to reach their destination. Note that in this study, the MAC layer is not investigated. A network is able to run multiple instances of RPL concurrently. In these experiments, only one instance is running in the network. Each experiment lasts 2 hours. It represents more than 50000 IPv6 packets exchanged for each experiment. Thanks to the "out-of-band" infrastructure, each packet sent or received is monitored. We vary the transmission power level and investigate the RPL behavior in terms of delivery ratio, control packets overhead, dynamicity and path length. Figure 1 shows our experimental testbed for the evaluation of RPL in the multi-hop topology. It is common that some of the sensor nodes couldn’t participate to the routing because they are isolated (without DODAG neighbors). They do not appear in the figure.

Figure 4 represents the delivery ratio according the distance with a -25dBm transmission power. The sensor nodes are categorized in the network according to their euclidian distance to the sink. Note that a sensor node sometimes switches its parent, resulting in dynamic routing paths to the sink of different hop counts. Consequently, we have chosen to use...
B. Control Packet Overhead

In this section, the ratio between data packets and control packets is studied. In a dynamic environment with a pro-active protocol like RPL, control packets are used to build and update the DODAG, compute the routes and maintain neighborhood and routes tables. When the network is steady, the routing topology is maintained using a low-rate beaconing process. In the other hand, if an inconsistencies is detected, the beacon rate is increased temporarily. This mechanism, governed by euclidian distance instead of hop distance. Such a result is not surprising. It is now well known that part of the data packets is lost during the forwarding process (due to packet queue overflow and collisions). Moreover, if a sensor node is distant from the sink, the path to reach this sink will be composed of links longer and weaker than the average. Such results are directly related to the choice of the Objective Functions and raise questions about the effectiveness of the default OF based on the ETX metric to select routes.

C. Dynamicity

Such results (low delivery rate and large overhead) are the consequence of an important dynamicity even in a static
(without mobility) network. In WSN, the physical links are transilient and not robust. In [14], we showed that a large part of links was not symmetric or only temporarily. This phenomenon creates instability in the logical topology. Figure 7 illustrates this instability by underlining the number of neighbors update (add or remove a neighbor from the neighborhood table) per minute. The routing logical structure as well as the DODAG, are impacted by such instability because it affects parent-child connection and path metrics (hop count and ETX). As a result, the average rank, which is a combination of ETX and hop distance, may highly evolve during the experimentation (see Figure 8).

Despite the evolution of the average rank level, the average path length (i.e. the distance in number of hops between a source and the destination) remains steady. It means that the efficiency of the routing process, in other words, the ability to find the shortest paths is preserved.

- The major part of the IPv6 traffic is composed of control packets.

Finally, RPL could be considered as a smart routing protocol when considering adaptative period for control messages and efficient to build shortest path. Even in a very dense network, RPL is able to work and achieve to transmit a non negligible part of the traffic. However, to be more efficient, the Trickle mechanism should be adapted and a better calibration of the timers is clearly required. In future works, we will also investigate the impact of the objective function on the stability and the efficiency of RPL. Moreover, it would be interesting to study the impact of the sensor node outage and node addition in the DODAG evolution. In addition, the MAC layer mechanisms, not studied here, have certainly an impact on the performances of RPL and have to be investigated.
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